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Abstract 
In today’s globalizing world it is difficult for a small nation to keep its national identity. Changes in Estonian society have raised 
a question about the influence of joint singing on the development of national identity from the perspective of music education. 
The aim of this study is to find out the influence of joint singing on the development of Estonian national identity during various 
social formations, taking a cultural-historical perspective. The study relies on the hermeneutic approach which views types of 
joint singing during different periods in history. By means of comparative analysis the trends of the content and developmental 
tendencies of joinWVLQJLQJLQWKH\HDUVí are investigated. The study reveals that joint singing still serves the functions 
as a consolidator of Estonian national identity and has had an important role in its development, consolidation and survival in the 
past. 
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1. Introduction 
While the characteristics of the Modern Period are the formation of nations and nation states and the birth of 
national identity, the features of today’s post-modern society are open borders and integration. Local, regional and 
national economies, cultures and political structures are no longer isolated units but parts of a global system of 
communication. According to the Finnish sociologist Aalto (2003), people’s desire to belong to a certain local and 
social environment has decreased due to the diversity of identities associated with globalization. This creates a basis 
for the survival of national identity as a value. 
Many researchers (Anderson, 1991; Geertz, 1973; Gellner, 1994; Giddens, 2004; )ULWK  5WHO 
Smith, 1993; Suutari, 2002 et al.) view national identity as a multilayered concept operating as a homogenizing 
force.  As its components, they list the historic homeland (territory), linguistic (ethnic) origins, social system, 
common values and traditions, common cultural and symbol systems, which link the past and the future. As an 
important characteristic of national identity they view dynamism, which is constructed in the common social space. 
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When speaking about the future, the internationally recognized Estonian composer Tormis (2000) emphasizes the 
role of constant values, highlighting the importance of self-understanding, self-perception and balance in 
maintaining viability. He finds that national cultural values are not merely values for ourselves, but they also 
constitute exchange values. It is natural that each nation has something special, which in its uniqueness also interests 
others and allows people to perceive themselves as belonging to a specific culture, thus creating common self-
awareness, togetherness and distinctiveness from other nations. 
The dynamic progress of the Estonian society through different social formations has enabled Estonians to 
develop and maintain national identity by transmitting traditional values through the tradition of joint singing. 
According to Sloboda (2000) and Rüütel (2002), joint singing in its widest meaning is unison or polyphonic joint 
singing, which carries a message important to the nation and promotes unity and national identity. 
2. Cultural-historical development of joint singing and its role as a consolidator of national identity 
In Estonia the roots of joint singing rest in older folk songs, hymns of church and choral singing that is more 
recent in its origin.  
Runic songs that belong to Estonians’ cultural heritage and unconscious history perception, emerged thousands of 
years ago and their initial function was intra-community interaction through traditional rites and customs. Runic 
songs are based on recitative unison singing of a narrow-range archaic tune, which is performed alternately by a lead 
singer and a choir, the latter repeating the verse sung by the lead singer. This kind of singing can be viewed as an 
interactional act of solidarity (Kuutma, 1998). 
 In the 13th century, in addition to runic songs, another type of community singing emerged — the joint singing 
of a congregation during Roman Catholic liturgical service, which in the 17th century was replaced by hymns of 
Lutheran church.  To improve the level of chorale singing, to use performance for improving the audience’s 
understanding of the new form of singing and increase the congregation’s feeling of unity through joint singing, 
many churches established schools where students were involved in the singing of hymns. 
The 19th century gave rise to a new type of joint singing — choral singing, which was modeled after the choral 
singing movement escalating in Central Europe. In the second half of the century parish schools became centers of 
the development of joint singing in Estonia. Its spread was facilitated by the publishing of the first songbooks for 
schools, which included well-known hymns, but also secular songs. Schools began to establish children’s choirs.  
An historic event in the development of joint singing was the first song festival in 1869, which became a cultural 
and political great event creating a basis for establishing national identity and cultural self-determination. The 
Estonian folklorist and researcher Kuutma (1998, 2009) associates the emergence of song festivals with a change in 
the musical thinking of Estonians, which laid a foundation for the formation of a tradition bearing  national identity, 
which can be viewed as a new version of cultural model (Degh, 1978).  
The next stage in the development of joint singing is related to Estonia gaining independence in 1919. In that 
period the subject of nationalism became topical, which was expressed in all areas of life — politics, economy, arts, 
science and education. The ideological aim was the creation of a whole nation, which process was facilitated by 
joint singing.  Special collections of joint songs were published, competitions were held for new joint songs that 
could be sung at national and patriotic events, the Radio Broadcasting Company was running special programmes 
aiming to promote joint singing (Kaik, 1935). 
That period also gave rise to great changes in Estonian schools, where education and teaching relied on reform 
pedagogy widely spread in the world. Music education gained a special position, attaching importance to active 
music making, the development of individual music skills, sociability, etc., which was characteristic of an 
innovative approach to learning. Arising from the above, new curricula were developed, a basis was created for 
comprehensive school in Estonia.    
An innovative way of thinking also manifested itself in music education. In this context it is important that for 
each school year a compulsory repertoire of songs by Estonian composers and folk songs was approved in 1931. 
This laid a solid foundation for the development of joint singing while facilitating the formation of national identity. 
In the 1930s in Estonian music education the pedagogue, composer, choir conductor, publicist and researcher 
Riho Päts (1899–1977) rose to prominence who laid the foundation for the system based on research results in music 
pedagogy and innovative trends in music education (Päts, 1939). In relation to the formation of national feeling and 
unity in the new generation, R. Päts also began to develop a unitary tradition of joint singing in these years. He 
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viewed the development of joint singing as a process, in which the common song repertoire learned in music lessons 
shapes the habit of singing together and is applicable in gatherings, music festivals and other joint events. 
His school songbooks published as a series of “Lemmiklaulik [Favourite Songbooks]” (Päts, 1935–1939) in the 
1930s contributed to the introduction of the tradition of joint singing. These songbooks contained a varied repertoire 
of songs for forms 1 to 8, including folk songs of Estonia and other countries songs by Estonian composers and 
religious songs. Highlighting the need to practise joint singing in schools as a means of powerful expression of the 
sense of social cohesion, Päts (1940) also involved the Radio Broadcasting Company and press in the promotion of  
joint singing.  
Päts saw a great perspective of the activity of school choirs in the development of joint singing. He attached 
importance to the link between participating in the activity of choirs, school music education and extracurricular 
music culture, emphasizing the significance of singing patriotic songs alongside with traditional choral songs (Päts,  
1947). He stressed that the strength of the tradition of joint singing primarily depends on the depth of its roots that 
reach children and adolescents (Päts, 1940). All the above developed and strengthened national identity and this 
kind of joint singing became a phenomenon of community singing already in that period.  
The development of joint singing after World War II is related to political trends and social changes in the 
Estonian society. In the years 1944-1991 Estonia was part of the Soviet Union and regained its independence in 
1991.  
Until the mid-1980s Estonian education and culture were under the pressure of political ideology. The Soviet 
totalitarian system viewed music as an effective tool for influencing people’s feelings and emotions and harnessed it 
in the service of ideology as a means of propaganda (Eesti Riigiarhiiv, 2011). 
Vocal music carrying political message became favoured as a means of influencing crowds (Lippus, 1997).  
Through that the Soviet ideology endangered Estonian national identity. In that context joint singing acquired the 
meaning of a symbol — it was a means of survival and movement towards independence. In these years choral 
songs with lasting value emerged, which carried a coded message of national identity understood by the community 
belonging to the group —  Estonian people. The Finnish ethnomusicologist Suutari (2002), whose research focuses 
on issues of identity, emphasizes the important role of music in the development of a group’s feeling of unity. On 
the one hand music as a symbol and driving force behind a group, on the other — a shared aesthetic experience 
uniting the group and shaping their musical identity. The most well-known choral songs of that period, “Koit 
[Dawn]” by M. Lüdig, “Sind surmani [Yours till my death]” by A. Kunileid, “Leelo” by M. Saar, etc., were  joint 
songs by nature and bridged the past and the present, thus contributing to the survival of Estonian national identity.  
According to Adorno (1977) recognizes the importance of art as a force that confronts repression and injustice. If 
music is used in this way, it may assume a dialectical function, giving rise to critical thinking and activity, which in 
turn initiates a movement towards justice and freedom. The American researchers Flam (1992) and McCarthy 
(1990), who have explored the role of music in repressed environments, have concluded that in the periods where 
one ethnic group suffers from political or military oppression by another ethnic group, it is primarily music that 
supports the survival and development of national identity.  
It was well-known Estonian composer and conductor Ernesaks’ song “Mu isamaa on minu arm [My fatherland is 
my love]”, which in its multilayered context embeds the perception of national identity and has in a unique 
symbiosis coded the text and the melody, that became a kind of an anthem during the Soviet period, symbolising all 
the songs that were prohibited. Its importance as a joint song has grown over time.  
In the 1960s ideological oppression weakened and cultural and educational life enlivened. These years were 
characterized by an increase in the activity of young people, the emergence of new youth organizations and 
activities, e.g. students and pupils’ groups, etc., where joint singing had an important role in creating the feeling of 
unity. From that time many songs have travelled to the present day that are sung as  joint songs at social gatherings, 
festivals and song  festivals (Vinter’s “Põhjamaa [A Northern land]”, Ojakäär’s “Oma laulu ei leia ma üles [I cannot 
find my song]”, etc. An important contributor to the handing on the tradition of joint singing has been the tradition 
of youth song festivals, launched in 1962. At that time together with the songs of Estonian authors also those with 
memorable melodies by Soviet composers, e.g. Dunajevski, Kabalevski, Solovjov-Sedoi, et al. were sung. These 
songs were sung voluntarily and spontaneously during school parties, excursions, summer camps, etc. At the same 
time also the joint songs of the earlier period, the 1930s, were always represented.  
At the end of the 1970s the so-called resistance culture emerged, the bearer of which was nationally minded 
intelligentsia. The absence of the future perspective characteristic of that period made people look back into the past 
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to be able to survive in the present. As a form of joint singing runic songs were revived. Composer Tormis has an 
important role in the renaissance of runic songs. His compositions that were based on original runic songs developed 
ethnic texts and music into joint songs that united people, which can be viewed as conscious expression of national 
identity. Runic songs also made a breakthrough into the repertoire of several rock bands. Once again runic songs 
made it possible to express the feeling of ‘togetherness’. In these years runic songs also found their way back to 
school songbooks.  
In the final years of the 1980s, also known as perestroika, the prescriptions of the totalitarian state did not prevail 
in Estonia any more. It was the period of active democratization and the reawakening of national identity in the 
Estonian society, which peaked with the Singing Revolution in 1988 and lead to Estonia regaining independence in 
1991. The Singing Revolution is rare and unique: it can be viewed as a noteworthy example of the possibility of a 
peaceful and efficient change. According to Grossberg (1992), such events carry the characteristics of affect, the 
central force of which is the construction of an identity. Affect, however, is not only an emotion arisen from 
experience, but an ability to produce meanings in music to express one’s passion and identity. Already in the 1930s 
Päts (1940) was convinced that given an opportunity that requires the application of joint singing, Estonian people 
can prove that they are a singing nation. A powerful expression of this was the Singing Revolution that took place in 
1988 –1989, where Estonian people achieved their freedom by means of joint singing.  
The spontaneous “night song festivals” and political meetings-turned-into- joint singing prepared the ground for 
the process of regaining independence, demonstrating the organizational power of the phenomenon of  joint singing 
in the expression of national self-consciousness (Pierson, 1998). In these years a new generation of composers 
emerged (A. Mattiisen, R. Eespere, R. Rannap, M. Siimer, et al.), whose songs carried the message of patriotism and 
strengthened and developed the feeling of national unity. A special place in maintaining national identity and 
developing joint singing belongs to the song production of the composer A. Mattiisen, who in a professional manner 
managed to combine the nature of runic songs and rock music. 
 
3. The phenomenon of joint singing in the development of national identity in contemporary Estonian music   
education  
In today’s school there is a completely new type of a pupil – more open, more receptive, smarter, whose 
development is shaped by media and internet as important external factors. It has to be taken into account that beside 
values developed at school pupils are also influenced by the trends in the society — popular culture and its 
manifestations. From the point of view of maintaining and developing national identity, it is important in music 
education to maintain and hand on cultural traditions, which is ensured by involving a possibly large number of 
pupils. The basis for that is created by the experience of joint singing, which through the feeling of unity, self-
expression, self-realization and self-discovery strengthens national identity (Stolovitš  1992; Adorno 1997).  
All the above is included in the syllabus of music of the National Curriculum for Basic and Upper Secondary 
Schools of 2011, where joint singing has a traditionally firm position. The subject syllabus defines the joint 
repertoire (runic songs, patriotic songs, renowned choral songs, etc.), which all pupils are able to sing, which is the 
guarantee of sustainability of joint singing (Põhikooli riiklik õppekava, 2011).  
From the point of view of joint singing the most significant and large-scale form of ethnic cultural manifestation 
in Estonia today is song  festivals which are characterized by interaction between choirs and the audience – the joint 
singing of songs.  
Song festivals is a grand people’s festival, which is simultaneously a ritual and a spectacle. The mechanism of 
this event is social mobilization — people come with families and friends. Beside artistic experience also socializing 
is important, a need to experience the assimilation into the society on a wider basis, the feeling of unity with the 
whole nation, its history and cultural heritage. Song festivals create a communicative situation actively involving all 
participants, enabling a combination of participation and performance in a social context. This is accompanied by 
the strengthening of self-awareness, political action and revitalization of the society. Song festivals support the 
regeneration of the community, which in turn strengthens national identity (Kuutma 1998; Rakfeldt 1996).   
The meaning and importance of the tradition of Estonian song festivals for the survival of national identity has at 
different periods been supported by Estonian educational and cultural policy. National song festivals have taken 
place every five years since 1869 and in order to ensure the survival of the tradition, since 1962 separate children’s 
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and youth song festivals have been organized. In 2011 the 9th Youth Song Festival and in 2014 the 24th National 
Song Festival will take place. 
The role of school choirs as bearers of national identity and reproducers of singers is very important in the 
process of song festivals. Today about 30,000 singers participate in the movement of song festivals, two-thirds of 
whom are young people. The statistical data shows that although a third of the participants in the national song  
festivals are youth choirs, not all deserving fit onto the stage. The youth song festivals with more than 20,000 
participating schoolchildren compensate for the likely deficit in participation occurring at the national song festivals.  
Thus the greatest outlet for joint singing today is a song festival. Next we will view the dynamics of pupils’ 
participation in youth song festivals in the years 1962–2011 (Figure 1) (IX noorte laulu- ja tantsupidu, 2002;    
Statistics, 2011).   
 
 
Fig. 1. Participants in Youth Song Festivals in relation to the total number of pupils (%)  
Figure 1 shows that the participation of pupils in the process of song festivals in the period 1962–2002 has been 
relatively stable, forming 7 to 9% of the total number of pupils of Estonia (Statistics, 2011). A great shift happened 
in 2007 (13.3% of the total number of pupils, an increase by 4%) and the number of pupils has gone up even more in 
2011 (17.2%, an increase by 4%). This can be explained by the popularity of joint singing in the society due to 
national singing days, folk music festivals, social gatherings, etc. The socializing and psychological aspects — 
personal and collective emotions and joint experience of ethnic culture — are also of great importance. An equally 
important role belongs to a varied song repertoire, which on the one hand includes traditional songs connecting 
different generations, on the other takes into account the music interest of young people and modern trends. Beside 
the compositions of modern authors also pop and rock music have made their way into the repertoire, often relying 
on the oldest type of joint singing as a source — runic songs.  
An increase in the percentage of participants could also be observed in 1987, when it went up by one percent as 
compared to the previous years. That can be explained by socio-political changes in the society that led to Estonia 
regaining independence in 1991. Those years gave rise to the phenomenon of joint singing as a cultural phenomenon 
uniting and organizing people. 
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Fig. 2. Participation of different choir types in Youth Song Festivals (in numbers)  
Looking at the dynamics of different choir types in Figure 2 (toddlers’, boys’, children’s, mixed and women’s 
choirs), we can see that the greatest increase in the number of participants has taken place in toddlers’ choirs: when 
in 1962 only 1,000 pupils participated, by the end of the 1990s the number had doubled and by 2011 grown by more 
than 8 times ( Statistics, 2011). The comparison of the number of participants in the last two youth song celebrations 
reveals that it has grown again by more than one per cent. Involving a possibly large number of pupils in the 
activities of this choir type has been purposeful: it is at this age that the perception and habit of joint singing is 
shaped, thus creating the foundation for future practising of it.  
The number of participants in children’s choirs increased annually in the period 1962–1987, after which it went 
through a small decrease. The decreasing trend in the period 1987–2007 can be explained by the fact that the 
number of children’s choirs in russian language schools diminished after Estonia regained independence. The 
possible reason could be language problems, but also an increase in the level of difficulty of the repertoire. 
Participation of youth in mixed choirs has gone through a great leap in the recent decade —   an increase by 
almost 2.3 times. In 2002 there were 1,780 and in 2011 — 4,060 singers. The shift in the numbers of boys’ and 
women’s choirs in recent decades has been by 1.3 times. It may be assumed that an increase in the numbers of 
mixed, women’s and boys’ choirs has been due to the varied and youthful song repertoire, in which runic songs as a 
form of joint singing have become very popular.  
4. Conclusion 
Joint singing has had a special function in the Estonian society for centuries, developing national identity and 
maintaining unity. It has combined the functions of organising a community (joint singing unites people), social 
interaction, continuity, maintenance and self-determination.  
In the development of joint singing the 1930s were especially important, because it was then that the Estonian 
music pedagogue and composer R. Päts laid a foundation for the system based on music pedagogical and 
psychological research and innovative trends in music education, viewing the availability of music lessons at all 
levels of general education school as a fundamental basis. 
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Joint singing acquired special significance in the period of occupations, acting as a symbol of achieving 
independent statehood. The Singing Revolution of the years 1988–1989 was a unique form of expression of national 
identity, which demonstrated the international community an opportunity for peaceful and efficient change.  
In today’s Estonian school the continuity of joint singing is ensured by educational and cultural policy of Estonia, 
where music education enjoys a firm position in the National Curriculum for General Education School and in 
which the phenomenon of joint singing functions through common song repertoire, choir singing practice and song  
festivals.    
The most noteworthy and numerous cultural manifestation is the tradition of song  festivals, the continuity of 
which is guaranteed by the participation of school choirs in the song  festivals process, and which due to that act as 
shapers and developers of national identity. Therefore the phenomenon of joint singing is a lasting value of Estonian 
national identity.  
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